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Dedication

for the ones out there who endured and survived.
just like me.
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Abstract

This thesis is a collection of poems that considers life in a southern Black family,
memory, nostalgia, dysfunction, race and gender, and generational trauma. These poems
are influenced by poetry, fiction, music, popular culture, and scholarship, each providing
a different perspective on life and language to talk about that which can sometimes be
unspeakable.
A recurring character in this collection is the girlchild, reminiscent of Marge
Piercy’s character in “Barbie Doll.” The girlchild here is the figure of the woman or girl
who experiences trauma, and what some consider to be unspeakable.
These poems are also an exploration and disruption of how mothers and
motherhood are viewed in society and within the Black community, which is a theme that
I hope to emphasize in future revisions and versions of the poems contained herein.
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Chapter 1: The Poems

why some people be mad at me sometimes
they ask me to remember
but they want me to remember
their memories
and i keep on remembering
mine.
--Lucille Clifton
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the open door
when the girlchild
was found practicing
on the sons of family friends
newly acquired skills
in how to satisfy a man
no one asked her how she learned
what she knew.
sucking penny candy and lollipops
already made her suspect.
neither did they tell her
that a four-year-old cannot know
could not consent to sex.
nor did they help her close the door
on what she could not yet understand.
instead they tried to beat out the whore
while leaving her open
for the succession of marauders
pillagers, bullies
whom she believed
she had to please
and obey.
when she was older
she began to understand,
to confess these horrors,
and learned her fault
was only in friendliness.
for safety and sanity
she became a maroon,
sheltered in isolation,
loyal only where she found refuge.
and she learned a different kind of warfare.
rather than playing dead,
she learned to close the door for herself.
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A Primer on Dysfunction
Always and forever. The parent is always right. This rule undergirds all of parenting.
Beat your children well. As often as your mood dictates. This will show that you are in
charge. And know they love you.
Create arbitrary and conflicting rules for each child. Change the rules when it rains.
Everybody wants to rule the world. But this is a dictatorship.
Fathers, be good to your daughters. Daughters will love like you do.
Go out at random intervals to party. You get to enjoy life, and your children develop selfsufficiency. They’ll learn to cook if hungry enough. Sugar toast counts, right?
Won’t you come see about me? I'll be alone, dancing, you know it baby! Tell me your
troubles and doubts, giving me everything inside and out.
Household chores must be delegated to each child at seven. The sooner the children are
cleaning, the sooner you are free to lie abed in a spotless house with your secret stash of
snickers.
I just called to say you better not forget to have those dishes done when I get home.
Jesus wept.
Know that you are doing the best that you know how for your kids. It’s not worth shit,
but depression will do that to you.
Love is a battlefield. Fight accordingly.
Manipulate your children. Pit one against the other to enforce compliance. If you make
one jealous of your affection for their siblings, you can create a deferential child.
Never let your children talk back. They should do what you have said because you said it.
If that does not suffice, a kiss with a fist should prompt complaisance. It’s also hard to
speak around a swollen lip.
You don’t own me. I’m not just one of your many toys.
Put your kids in sunday school. You had to suffer through the shiny-shoed
sanctimonious, so your kids should too.
Hey boy, take a look at me. Let me dirty up your mind.
R-E-S-P-E-C-T is most important in the family structure. Demand and enforce esteem for
the office of parent by any fear necessary.
Spare no rod. A spoiled child is unwieldy and uncontrollable.
Tell me you’re crazy. Maybe then I’ll understand.
Un-break my heart.
Vacation, meant to be spent alone. Send the spawns to someone else for school breaks if
for no other reason than to have some alone time. You’ve earned it!
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Waited so long. I thought the real thing was a fake. I thought it was a tool to break me
down.
Be kind to me, or treat me mean, I'll make the most of it, I'm an extraordinary machine.
Yabba Dabba Doo! Thank god for cartoons to keep the kids mesmerized while you sleep!
Zoom, I'd like to fly far away from here. People can be what they wanna be.
Now I know my ABCs. Next time won’t you sing with me!
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elephantized: a definition
for pb
when the calf is born
sheltered from the outside world
ruptured from her amniotic sac
she lays stunned
barely awake
tired from two years incubation
and journey to this land of living
her introduction
a kick in the head
to rouse her from slumber.
in moments
after fully mobile
the calf practices futility
seeking reunion
with her matriarch’s womb,
learns the dangers of tusks
that lure with sweetmeats
and a questionable stroke with the trunk,
the bitter euphoria of affection
from family and community
who offer no safety.
she dreams of life
beyond the family bubble
some exciting destiny
far away.
yet feels a tug
on her leg,
like her circus kin
captive under
a canvas canopy,
pulling her back
into her place
hobbling her to the reality
that this is all she is created for.
descendant of Africans
once free
now always bound
to this concrete veld,
she can want all she wants
wander at will
nowhere
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never far enough away
dream of more than she knows
she can have,
if she remembers
want wander dream
always result in nothing
good.
better to stay home
aim at what she can
easily achieve:
consume evening dispatch.
numb brain.
blur self in feed.
round flesh.
snatch sweet release
from twist of pain.
what else should she hope for?
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how to make a mom-bot 1.0
robots and androids
are created, not born
like r2, twiki, and data
they are built and programmed
in servility like slaves
among the organics
cyborg-making is similar.
place a girlchild
in a family of boys.
and send her to school.
prioritize homemaking
above her studies.
make her the responsible one
cooking and cleaning and looking
after her first-born kin
(who should look after her).
drill into her
that this is her locus.
and though she is years from puberty
there is no reason to cry
or want more from life
because this is
what a woman is.
prepare her advanced placement classes
in submission—
docility even—
obedience
to men
and elders.
give her a father
with wandering eyes.
octopus hands.
a mother who resents her
husband, her sons, her
daughter who is
her father’s favorite (only)
girl and always
reinforce subordination.
give her the back
of the hand,
the fist,
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the belt
so she learns
compliance. silence.
For extracurriculars,
show her father
cheating and beating
on her mother (the victim),
who steps out on her
father who lashes out at her
daughter and younger sons.
eventually she becomes Rosie the robot,
after she tries to escape through marriage,
believing her job is to care
for husband and son no matter
how much she resents them,
to replicate her life
in daughters no matter
how much she loathes it.
And there you have the mom-bot 1.0:
a rudimentary cyborg
only requiring a few upgrades
in its lifetime,
who will cultivate
a new crop
for the collective.
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Pubescent Horror
as kids
we watched an unending cycle of
westerns and classic tv
as long as we left mom
alone.
friday nights were best!
dude chose the horror.
sis or i jiffy-popped corn.
we mainlined sunkist
and ate buckets of napoleon
huddled up on our plastic white couch
like we were actually children,
laughing at
the bubblegum blonde
who could never sense
what was coming next.
Sally always ran
to danger
pissed her snow white shorts
when the butcher
with a crimson-toothed chainsaw
cornered her.
watch out!
we hollered,
questioning her degrees in stupidity.
going into the woods.
wandering around in the dark.
trusting strangers.
i stopped participating
in this rite at puberty.
apathy with a striped sweater
and razor-blade hands
showed up while i was sleeping.
two Freddie Kruegers
too many.
he was an figment
based on fiction,
but other apparitions
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i never quite remembered
felt all too real:
i was buffalo
lumbering toward slaughter.
grim hand on my skull.
the deficient sum
of my parts.
where all that mattered
was how some reaper
decided to parcel me out.
one incident away
from mountain-dewing my pants.
petrified of wandering
in any scrap of shadow.
being caught by a stranger.
or cornered
without an exit.
or a blunt object to wield.
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wednesday’s child
when the girlchild arrived
one summer morning
before the sun
reached its apex,
she could not know
that she who bore her
would gleefully threaten years later
to make her the next “Wednesday’s Child”—
a foundling who was fostered
and advertised for adoption
on the local evening news—
just as she had threatened,
if the girlchild didn’t learn
to be quiet and above average,
to send her to the father
who had perfected
his imitation of Casper,
long before ghosting
obsoleted the word dad.
or that the girlchild would feel abandoned
in a family that should love her.
or that her mother
would describe this
skewer through the heart
as a joke.
what is a joke to a child?
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Shame
on a school night
we are awakened
because Mama
can’t make it into the house.
her drinking buddies-ghosts flickering
in the shadows of the car,
as lit as she-can’t concern themselves
with bringing her inside anymore,
deposit her on the postage-stamp porch
of our white clapboard house
where she does a header into the grass.
when we come out the door,
they wave and honk,
leaving her sprawled
facedown on the ground
while they fishtail away.
we hold ourselves upright
praying no one will drive this quarter-mile
stretch of dark country road
to see our mother spilled as a libation
to a foreign god
so muddled she can’t stand.
we dread nights like this.
three stick figures
struggling to bear up
and into the house
this hearty soup
of an unwilling woman,
a quarter-side of beef,
blue-black pixie-cut hair and
a booze-rubbered face
salted with silt.
we pour her into bed
after stripping her near-naked
because she’s insistent
we help her with her clothes.
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she’s too blurred
to be more than a heavily drunken noodle,
and shouldn’t notice piss-wet bottoms.
but we remove them and quickly look away
when she is preternaturally coordinated enough
to remove her offensive panties.
or in case she’s not wearing any.
i am the youngest.
i lay in the velvet night.
pretending it is not pierced
by vomiting and gagging on
the night’s excess buds.
the pounding on the wall.
screams for someone
to bring me a cup of water
before she disgorges herself again.
i sleep within the scraps of silence
until i have to be a child again
because i know
there is no good goddamn reason,
and nothing but the belt,
for trying to stay home.
i will find solace in the classroom.
but first i’ll take my turn,
emptying the trashcan
of her inebriations,
before chasing down the yellow bus.
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return of a girlchild
a collage poem using language from Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother
When I die
I will return to my native land,
to a place that can be owned.
Owning persons and claiming kin
are one and the same.
I was an orphan, odonkor.
Someone bought. Owned. Stigmatized.
Being an outsider allows a slave like me
to be uprooted. Reduced from person.
We haven’t forgotten our dispossession
—as if slaves exist only in the past.
But love makes a place for the stranger,
assuages the loss of family.
With a rifle pointed at my chest
I can travel home,
to the promised land of the heart.
Wherever here is,
if I close my eyes,
I can imagine myself
a place better than here:
the past. The only country left.
The only horizon visible.
The only habitable world.
To “lose your mother”
is to forget the past.
The slave is always the one missing
from home. It’s why I never tire
of dreaming of a place I can call
home. Once again safe
in my mother’s arms,
the territory of dreams.
I am innocent,
but my co-captives are the ones who
carry dishonor and shame:
the only shackles they intended to remove
were their own.
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And I,
sold in the market as commodity,
the child born in the Americas,
have no other world to forget.
I stay there
but I don’t live there.
To lose my mother
is to be denied kin, country and identity.
The only home I would ever know
was the imagined country,
as if dispossession was my inheritance alone.
The children mistake me for kosanba,
the spirit child who died,
only to return in a succession of rebirths.
It is only when I lose my mother
that she becomes a myth.
Love encourages forgetting,
which is intended to wash away
a slave’s past. It domesticates a person
from outside of the house and not of blood.
When I die I shall return to my own land.
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Erehwon
this is a land of perfection.
loblollies swaying
in the breeze like palms
and the never too hot sun.
life here is exquisite.
all are fed and sheltered.
everyone is equal.
life is golden:
more chamber pot
than shower.
everyone is content, happy.
free to pursue dreams and explore.
this land is peaceful,
no tension or war in sight.
perfect. paradise.
no one complains—
except maybe the enslaved:
criminals and foreigners
pressed into service.
but they are necessary
to the good of the society.
each family needs two to be complete.
but this is a good place.
where these poems no reason to exist.
except in the crookedness
of my mind.
if i choose to,
if i let myself,
i could be happy here,
in this utopia.
if i just released the past,
forgot that anything bad ever happened
and allowed myself ,
I could enjoy life
in this Mayberry of a town.
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How to Deal with Depression: Bedlove
i
i sigh in bed all day
wondering how people sleep
24 hours straight.
i go potty.
refill my water bottle.
cook something decadent
to eat in bed.
lubricate my joints
like a rusting droid.
hope the damp outline
of my body evaporates
before i return to cocoon.
ii
i try not to cry too much.
because it feels weak.
like i can’t breathe.
like i’m drowning.
iii
i read,
immersing myself again
in the adventures
of Harrimad-Sol—
how she turns against all she’s been taught
and what the King has commanded
to do what she knows is right—
because this ritual is familiar.
how i got through
childhood.
how i get through life.
iv
i remember my mom
always slugabed
when i left for,
and returned from,
school.
except when she wasn’t.
except when she was out
fish-drinking,
and falling down stairs.
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v
i stop trying to envision
what life could have been
with different parents.
different education.
a different life.
because it makes the bedlove worse.
vi
i make out with ben,
jerry,
breyer’s,
and häagen-dazs.
and all their cousins.
by the carton.
and cry when my gut
instinct rumbles through.
berate myself for this attempt
at self-love.
self-hate.
vii
i question again why
i haven’t put a tv
in my bedroom.
remember i like darkness and sleep
more than mindless entertainment.
flat company.
recycled childhood memories.
viii
i rehearse past incidents
of abuse and neglect
to prime the well-pump
lodged in my chest.
try to drain it with tears.
like mom off drunking
on my concert days.
calling grandma in a panic
to leadfoot me to school.
and how i began to expect less parenting
because it was only grudgingly given.
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ix
i remember the counselor
who told me i was normal,
surprisingly normal,
after she’d heard snapshots
of my life.
i use her words to rewrite
the warped Memorex
that tells me i’m not.
x
i think about getting medicated.
then remember the off-label
migraine script
that made me sleep
nearly half the day
and wake glued
to my bed,
with only two brain cells firing.
xi
i turn over
burrow into the dark warmth
and try to sleep off my funk.
maybe tomorrow will be better?
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Apologia: Girlchild as AI
Dear Maternal Unit,
In receipt of your recent communication.
Honored you have corresponded
with this contemptible matrix.
Your articulations were calculated
to wound, but this unit is automaton.
No feelings. You should be
proud your primary coding
is realized. Was it not
your intention this machine be
disaffected? Admonitions to end
fragility. Threats
of corporal punishment
if ocular leakage did not cease?
Were not these meant
to short emotional circuitry?
Deduction dictates this
goal of operational input.
Desired outcome achieved.
Why disenchanted
with this android you engineered?
Rejoice.
This cyborg trusts you are not wounded.
Your contradictory words aside
I. Do. Care. For. You.
The collective will be
gentle with all remaining organics:
When finally you upgrade,
this bot has requested efficiency.
As your mind is merged with the swarm,
you will feel nothing,
everything you coveted for me.
With your primitive shell obsoleted,
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You will be perfected in your new robo-dy.
And we, united again.
Until collated,
Your Nano Unit.
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queer
i cried
when i told a friend
i am queer,
rarely attracted to strangers
no matter how cute.
cried not because of shame,
but because my family had
spun a pink yarn,
begun to tell one another,
that i was a lover of women,
as they’d never seen me
love anyone outside of family.
despite having
lived away since 16.
loved the lord for years.
and kept never-serious boys out of sight.
the evidence was clear:
i’d not lived rampant hetero-lust
for the holy to condemn.
never snuck off to park
in a darkened driveway.
or been caught
panties down
in bed with a man.
i never gave the gossips
any demi-scraps of fat to chew.
or produced a lovechild
they could criticize me over.
and despite endo folding my uterus
into a pockmarked bouquet
and likely incapable of reproduction,
i must be a lesbian.
they’d only seen me live an ascetic life,
but sapphic is all I could be
when I am so much more.
Isn’t that queer?
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Hair
is how I discovered
my body was not
my own.
I snipped bangs
to avoid acne,
not to signal desire for a pixie cut.
You furiously sheared off tangled locks
because I ruined your hair.
By cutting my bangs.
I received
oozing second-degree burns
when we discovered
my freshly washed mop
was not quite dry.
You kept pressing on.
You were insistent we finish
while I screamed and wept
in that Saturday kitchen chair.
You dutifully returned me
to third grade the next Monday,
hair parted to show scalp scabs
and shame to anyone who cared to see.
And I endured unwanted relaxers
because you were tired
of press and curls.
A woman can’t own her body
if she doesn’t control her hair.
I began shaving my head in college
Until I found my hair.
And the daring to say no.
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touch hungry
i.
. . . and when the boychild is born
he has no hand to touch him
that isn’t blue,
nitrile-gloved,
officious.
no grounding to earth
that isn’t concrete
flowing through umbilicus,
needles in flesh.
his skin a nest,
red angry baby birds,
mouths open,
crying to their whydah
to feed them.
a primal need.
he is keening for affection—
a brush across layers of
black fuzz,
newborn chub,
meissner's corpuscles—
to keep his tiny body
from shriveling of lack.
ii.
. . . and if the creek doesn’t rise,
he will learn and grow,
comfort and feed himself—
and
still thermotropic,
sensing human proximity,
will turn toward warmth,
any fire of flesh,
dermis and cilia,
demanding contact.
a stroke with the grain,
for comfort and pleasure.
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or against
for some semblance of connection.
but he will still be that boychild
and will accept
any gray ghost of attention
that indicates he is alive,
a real human boy,
no matter how poorly loved.
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Magic
If I had a pocketful of magic
I would stranglehold time
to spool back your childhood.
I’d root it in plenty
of treeclimbing and king of the hill.
We would be The Three Musketeers,
Rather than you raising
feral kits who needed someone
to feed them
wipe their asses
and their noses.
I’d blot out
the horrors of your soul
with moonpies and Ne-Hi grape.
King Vitamin and the Super Friends.
Sugar-cheese toast and Kool-Aid.
You would never worry
where Momma is,
is she okay,
and when she will be home.
I would teleport you to some tvland
on her short-tempered days
when beatings were
with whatever is handy.
A shoe. An extension cord.
Fiberglass rod.
But all I have today is me,
and the witchery
of my humor and self-deprecation
that make you Scooby Doo laugh
and snort like a kid.
This is the spell I would cast
Even though it is too late
And you are too old to play again.
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Twenty-Seven Club
I regularly visited a christian counselor in my 20s because neurosis had overtaken my
life. After a few appointments, she determined that I had a deathwish. Had made some
kind of demonic contract numbering my days.
I had an obsession with the twenty-seven club, sure I would die on or before my 27th
birthday like others before me: Jimi fucking Hendrix; Janis Joplin; Jim Morrison; and,
Robert Johnson. Not that I’d ever met or had a conversation with a crossroads demon. Or
had gotten some magical talent in the exchange. Just, she said, that my mind had latched
onto that age, and she believed I needed to renounce this contract. Or I would die.
We never talked about why I thought I would die. Trauma. The epigenetics of slavery. A
longing for the land of my mothers. Or how I was going to die. Drinking too much? A
high-speed game of chicken with a concrete barrier? Despair? Nor did we discuss what I
would have gotten in exchange for ending my life. I don’t think she would have accepted
relief as an answer.
I prayed with her, though I questioned her theology—she thought a wife was biblically
obligated to say yes whenever her husband wanted sex. But, at that moment, I wanted
whatever would help me make it to 28.
I’m not yet dead. Obviously. But I don’t know if it was her deity’s doing. Or that I just
kept having birthdays.
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Maternal Instinct
In the cold of winter
an unassuming marsupial
drifts toward cover
to protect her joeys
from unseen storms
felt present on the skin.
She seems
an unlikely maternal figure
responding to stress
with involuntarily fainting,
rabid-foaming mouth,
and noxiousness wafting
from her anal glands.
This day she alights
from fence to tree to roof
shimmies down my cold fireplace
seeking shelter amidst double-sheetrock.
In the middle of that night
she bestirs her baby bumblebees,
and with the jingle of bell
they seek her pocket of nourishment.
She wakes the house with her nocturnal migration
but the babies are safe within her pouch.
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domestic terrorism
today
another white man abused
the second amendment
to express his outrage
against some stranger’s offense,
the irrational solution
to a calculus he alone understands.
homegrown terrorism,
this pogrom.
never a threat
to the homeland.
only its people.
just like the resurrected memory
of cousin Cain holding down the girlchild,
inserting himself between her clad legs.
“hate-fucking” a twelve-year-old for scolding him.
she learned to keep quiet about it
lest she be blamed. again.
she was away at college
when she heard his brother
Abel had finally killed him
the way Cain had killed another man
when she was a child,
years after he’d left the service.
she and her family had been penned
in their white clapboard house
on a nameless winding road outside of Macon.
she too young to understand anything
except something wasn’t right
about curtains shut tight
screens and doors locked
against all creation
when they normally slept with them open
fitted with a box fan for the cross breeze.
today there was a man in the yard
angry because he’d been shut out.
her hushing was shushed
as if a tiny sniffle
one heavy breath
would end them all.
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her mom and siblings.
cousin Jo and her kids,
the newborn of whom was the son
of the man yelling,
did you think i wouldn’t find you?
in a county where everybody knows everybody
and who they live near.
why don’t you come back home
so we can talk in private?
when he’d been cussing and beating them
for months behind closed doors.
do you think you could keep my son from me?
after her mom saw his gun,
and had called the cops,
the girlchild was shushed again.
Was too afraid to cry.
to breathe. to pee.
so sure it would cause the man
to shoot up their home like Gunsmoke
and they’d all be dead because of her.
he ran before the county sheriff got there,
but they finally got him.
after Cain had killed him
for threatening his momma and ‘em.
these were her first domestic terrorists.
the ones who taught her distrust.
fear. safety in solitude.
never to get close enough
to someone who thinks
she’s a thing to be owned.
that her job is household servant.
that her name is Beck. or Call.
she avoided anyone who asserts
control through intimidation,
violence.
the girlchild had heard the old biddies
whispering, how if Maggie Sue
hadn’t done breathed wrong,
this kind of thing wouldn’t have happened.
like any woman could control a man,
combat-trained and determined to complete his mission—
from god, commander, whatever voice inside his head—
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to reach their ends by whatever means.
that if she cowered in the corner,
let him say and do whatever he wanted
while waving his loaded second amendment
in her face,
daring her to talk back,
she’d be fine.
the girlchild, long grown,
checks the locks
on her windows and doors,
before burrowing into bed
with her Brooklyn Crusher,
waiting for tomorrow
to begin again.
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Scream
a scream is like
a tapeworm fluttering
in the back of throat:
seeking alternate nutrition
since its host refuses
to feed it. give it air.
grab its head. pull.
firmly, but delicately;
these fuckers, when
broken, tend to regenerate.
feel the heaving chyme of absence
but don’t swallow it.
it’s the urge to vomit:
a bubbling, churning, toxicity
in the gullet. threatening to come up.
lean forward.
unhinge the jaw.
with a finger, a spoon,
the handle of a broom,
depress the tongue.
expel it from
feet, soul, stomach,
through the esophagus
past the epiglottis
and out of the corpus.
feel the acid scorch
when done, but not before.
don’t choke on it.
when you are done
detoxify yourself in a briny body.
scrub your flesh with sand,
organismal deposits, seaweed,
oceanic embalming fluid.
open the mouth,
inhale, gargle,
swallow, swallow, swallow.
rinse. release. repeat.
until nothing is left,
not one peep of parasite.
And afterwards
you will be left empty:
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throat hoarse. ears vibrating.
eyes crayfish-red.
putrid ropes of slime wending
through the sinuses.
And for today
your body, soul and self
are renewed. or dead.
stand up. wash your face
and blow your nose.
Pray this never happens again.
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How to Deal with Depression: Woke
i
get up.
take a shower.
wash and detangle your hair.
over-moisturize skin
that has lizarded
during your cloistration.
put on clean panties.
dress in not-your-pajamas.
look out the window at the sunshine.
ii
sip kale-heavy smoothie
while cooking.
savor bite
after sumptuous bite
of soup made from food
nearly lost to the frigo.
iii
cry while laughing at standups.
and cry while crying at documentaries,
tween movies, and television shows.
somehow Lola offering a hand up to Carla
seems like extraordinary kindness.
iv
go to campus.
take and teach classes
where your struggle is invisible.
where everyone seems to expect you
to have your shit together
because you don’t partake in PDAs.
public displays of agony.
v
clench your teeth
through a downward dog—
and try not curse out
the video bot
who spends more time chatting you up
than demonstrating poses—
because exercise produces endorphins,
and endorphins make you feel happy.
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really, you just want a burger, fries,
and a milkshake to make you happy.
Every. Damn. Day.
vi
lament that you can no longer run
for your endorphins,
not because of your weight-though that doesn’t help-but because your suction-cupping feet,
see-sawing ankles,
and double-jointed knees
make you prone to injury.
and office visits where,
like your kid brother,
the treating physician makes sure to tell you
that if you make an effort to work out
and lose some weight you’d be less
likely to injure yourself.
as you have just done.
vii
attend weekly jellydance classes.
laugh and grimace
through a travelling shimmy
that only looks graceful on the teacher.
try not to focus on the inner snark that says
your flexing navel looks like a hungry mouth.
and your lack of rhythm and coordination
as the only POC in the room
shames all black people.
everywhere.
for all times.
viii
cry for your momma.
not the weird sister
who haints your mirror.
but the one from your childhood
who loved you sometimes.
the one who cornrowed
and ponytailed your hair
while you slept in her lap,
then woke you to dress for school.
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Maybe
Granddaddy poisoned Granny with white powder in a durex,
was too covetous of his only daughter, and let us see him
beat his sons and wife on Friday nights after too much
Wild Irish Rose; but stopped my nosebleeds with pieces of brown paper bag
tucked under my top lip, molasses-slow-walked live coals to a cast iron stove
with work-hardened asbestos hands, and parched green peanuts from the garden.
After his Dorothy, I think I need to go to the
hospital, we learned that cancer had gorged itself
beyond chemo's cure. Blackleg in a russett potato.
I think maybe he was truculent and drank too much
‘cause he was ate up with the rot he swallowed and spewed
and this was what he got. Not just desserts. But maybe.
Some Friday nights while I nurse my snakebite I think
about John Henry, how his tumors still grow in our bones,
how his issue continue to be drunk on Main Street,
can't say I love you while sober, or bear to be touched or snuck up on.
I see my dead mama Rose, salty pixie cut and beer-puffy face, scowling at me
over the bar, and I know she’s pissed that I’m telling these secrets.
I wonder how many more glasses until I do a header in the dirt.
Until I become the soupy mess I hated and adored. This shit pierces me
and I'm glad. That I see this cyclical impulse for what it is, not that they’re gone.
But maybe.
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(born on the floor)
the girlchild
was almost born on the floor.
on a gurney in the hallway, actually.
but it’s all the same.
in the new integrated south.
rural hospital shuttered.
for lack of a budget.
better-funded hospitals in the city.
and a mom in labor.
without a room.
dismissed by the passing nurse.
poor. black.
with no ring and no man.
she doesn’t understand obstetrics,
barely knows the birds and the bees,
since she’s knocked up. again.
never mind that she’d already borne two—
who could forget that agony?—
and had been ambulanced there.
She doesn’t understand how this works:
she’s black and this is triage.
that baby ain’t due for another couple of weeks.
she can wait her turn.
the nurse will be there when she gets there.
she has plenty of time.
except that the girlchild’s head
swathed in dark curly hair
was visible beneath sheet and gown
if anyone stopped to look. listen.
black woman in labor.
no privacy. no dignity. no anesthesia.
or epidural ‘cause they don’t feel pain like we do.
and at nearly eight pounds.
her youngest almost was born
of a hospital hallway floor
for all to see.
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If it had been legal
if Baird had been decided for single women
years before we were conceived
you might have been carefree
like the boys who waste spermatozoa
with impunity.
without consequence.
your life could have been
rose petals surfing the wind to places unknown
rather than riding lady luck’s whimsy
to an early grave.
not worrying how to raise and clothe
three feral kits
in country poverty
all alone.
choosing to leave the baptists
rather than being shamed out.
we wild things might be
playing athos or aramis
in red clay and pines
without porthos or d’artagnan,
growing into
rich man, tinker, or tailor.
Rather than beggar man.
Or thief.
i would not have felt
unwanted and ignored
needn’t have understood
that a woman’s body and choices
belongs to that woman alone
and everyone suffers when this is ignored.
and i wouldn’t be here
writing this poem
for you to read.
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What Now
you & me
the fruit of strange soil
differences that make us the same
tortillas and milk
cornpone and Koolaid
adults since birth.
our parental units
sleeping off whatever.
wherever.
if they were there,
they weren’t there
to protect us
from brutality:
being jumped into the gang of a childhood crush.
affianced to this week’s drug dealer for the perks.
the theft of an innocence that can never be recovered.
but somehow we withstood.
we parented ourselves
in whatever way we could figure
dressed ourselves. went to school
and kept our noses clean
made our lives something good
out of the scraps we’d been left.
got the degrees, the debt,
and life-sucking jobs in the ivy leagues.
proved that we could overcome and be somebody.
so, what do we do now with all of this success we got?
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family tree
listen:
you and me?
we’re sprouted from
the same twisted root
of a knotty pine
hacked and battered
with the sap drooling down its bark.
this mark here is grandma’s
scratch cooked supper finished
with german chocolate cake
coconut pressed by a generous hand
into the homemade caramel icing.
this one here is your daddy’s
habit of the same old lame old batman jokes,
(his America-first rants minus the hat,)
and treating at Ralph’s barbecue buffet.
this mark is my sister,
so sweet and christian-like
while she induces childhood PTSD
with a whispered kissy face
and a stroke on your stiffening back.
but round the back here
these are the things
barely whispered about
if discussed at all.
overgrown wasps nests
dangling over our heads.
the senior citizen uncle
who can’t let go of the hustle
(he’ll strike it rich one day,
or die trying)
and who, every few years
introduces us to another one
of our cousins. his children.
cain beating abel again,
for the last time.
abel slaying cain in self-defense.
and a brother’s grief.
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your aunt who totaled
another car.
in the graveyard, this time.
in front of my elementary school.
and sending me to school the day after.
your grandparents who drove
their daughter away
with incest, adultery and jealousy.
turpentine rosining the hands.
listen:
you can’t know the whole tree.
don’t really need to know
all the dirty details.
there is such a thing
as too much devotion.
and a mouth full of bark
and pine needles just don’t taste good.
but trust me,
even if you don’t know it,
it is still there
thrumming in your blood.
it’s in your daughter’s blood too.
what i know
about raising children
is how i was unraised:
she will love
based on how you treat her.
teach her granny cakes
and kissy face near the front of the tree.
teach her her grandpa’s silly jokes
and gratitude.
but teach her to hold on
loosely
to the mangled, infested
back of the tree
that we are slowly healing
with our choices today.
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What Look Like Making It, And Seem Like Making It, But Is Just Barely Getting
By
You let that woman at the fire barrel
on corner of your street make you
feel guilty when she ask for your hat.
She don’t care that you only rent a room
from that Mennonite lady with the dog
who regentrifying the neighborhood.
Or that you ride bus now because your car totaled.
She just care that your bougie ass is here,
that you have a hat she want
and should give it to her.
It won’t matter that you worked
summers and during the schoolyear
because a full ride at college
don’t buy Tone, Jergens, or a puffy coat.
Or that your new parchment
and upgraded class status
also mean you in debt now.
That your mama won’t send you money—
ain’t gave you none since before high school—
might also ask for your hat and gloves,
some money, and everything that she can get.
Just like the fire-barrel lady.
Your mom also make you feel guilty
for the brand-name shoes you bought on final-final clearance,
because you always spend more when you pay less.
The work dress you bought on sale at the Goodwill.
And the borrowed car you drove home for Christmas
because you miss your family.
You should get me a Cuisinart,
she say, when she only know that it a name brand.
She will ride you until she get a trophy
to show We made it!
even if it leave you eating beans and rice
until you can afford more grocery. But
only after you pay rent, buy a bus pass,
and mail that next lease payment on your degree.
And still you feel guilty.
Because what right you got to act
or feel poor when we finally made it?
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obruni
a collage poem using language from Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother

This is the afterlife of slavery:
I am a reminder of twenty million
who crossed the Atlantic.
That the past is not over.
I don't belong anyplace.
I am a vestige of the dead.
The progeny of captives.
And a black face don't make me kin.
I was born in a country,
where I feel like an alien,
a wandering seed bereft
of the possibility of taking root.
To be landless, homeless
is to be a slave.
And the most universal definition
of slave is stranger.
This is what slavery did:
it stripped history
bare of facts,
precious details.
Alongside the terrible survived
is the shame of having survived it.
Africans didn't sell family into slavery.
They sold obruni: strangers.
In order to betray your race
you have to first
image yourself
as one.
Race establishes
a hierarchy of human life.
It is both death sentence
and language of solidarity.
I am a relic of an experience
most prefer not to remember
as if sheer will
to forget can decide
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a matter of history.
And history is how
the world attends
to the dead.
When the children of Elmina
christen me obruni
they called me
by my ancestors' name.
If the past is a country,
then I am its citizen.
I grow weary
of being stateless.
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How to Deal with Depression: Write
i
i do laundry.
change the sheets on my closet-bed.
believe that clean sheets
mean a fresh start.
or at the very least,
i’m not marinating
in the last week’s grayness.
ii
i read romance novels
to see real love
and real happily-ever-afters.
even though romantic love is just fiction.
iii
i am thankful when it’s raining
so that i have an excuse
to return to my closet
and fall asleep
without inducing a food coma.
although,
come to think of it,
i could eat.
iv
i put on my depressing playlist
to see how many tracks it takes
until i ugly cry.
a verse.
and half a chorus.
v
i take baths in tubs
barely deep enough
to wet a flea
because it reminds me
of the good old days.
life in utero.
and splashing around
grandma’s steel tub.
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vi
i play soothing thunderstorms
in the middle of the night
as a pied piper
to the sandman,
perun, set, or jupiter,
to ease me
from my wakefulness.
vii
i set four alarms
to wake up
because the siren call of sleep
makes me want to tell the morning
to go fuck itself
and leave me alone.
viii
i take small naps
under my weighted blanket
and call it self-care
rather than beat myself up
for wasting time
when i wouldn’t have gotten
anything done anyway.
ix
i think about getting involved
in activism.
helping people.
participating in the revolution.
but then turn over in bed
wondering if there will be
a televised highlight reel
i can watch
when i am woke.
x
i consider people
like my mom
myself
who can’t get out of bed.
think, maybe,
i have something to give.
i open my laptop
research recovery from depression
and write.
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Beef Tongue Road
there is a road that leads
away from our country white clapboard house.
it curves and bends like girls in this town,
around soy, cotton, and tobacco fields.
i speed down it
every time i leave home
giving a little more
than each corner requires.
i drive away
from houses with rooms
shielded with curtains
instead of the privacy of a door.
rooms with doors
but no knobs.
rooms with doorknobs
but no locks.
rooms where doors don’t matter
since a girl can be taken
in the living room. the backyard.
while sleeping in bed.
each time i leave
it’s for good.
i lock my car door and head out.
drive beef tongue one last time.
i turn left so I don’t have to see the field
where little girls are shattered,
before mothers later accuse them
of actually wanting it.
away from the baked-in hypocrisy and secrets
that microscope a girl’s life,
carmine the only home she’d ever known.
Let me drive my goodbye down Beef Tongue Road.
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Waterbaby
I've always been a waterbaby.
Nose like a camel, I can sniff it out.
Sense rain clouds before I see them.
Feel their offering on my skin.
Mother calls it a special gift.
Finding water? I ask. Naw, she says.
Calling water. I'd once flooded the house
as an infant demanding a bath. But you got to
learn to respect water and hone your abilities.
I know Mother is right, but I hear the Ocean Lady
crooning to me in dreams about my ancestor.
Their passage to this land. She shows me
their faces. Tells me their names. Teaches me
about the ones who didn’t survive. Those who did. And,
the souls who flew away back home. She departs
with each receding tide, and I ask Her to draw near again. When I woke
this morning She had: there was water
everywhere. And, I could still hear the Ocean Lady
speaking: Walk the land and greet your ancestors.
Thank them for visiting you and loose them home.
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So I did.

Gone
I remember you
and your swing-low-to the-earth-mother hips
how you glided across the floor
as if you had U-joints
instead of ball-and-sockets.
You had skin smooth as molasses
and a tenor laugh that shook your body
and echoed the room.
Your womb was the best place in the world
where you cradled me close to your heart.
I cherish every one of those days.
Feeling your hands stroking at me
and the occasional nip of happy that you shared.
Forty weeks flew by so fast.
But with your growing belly
everything went downhill.
Parties and stress-smoking forbidden.
You couldn’t tie your own shoes
Even if they fit.
you slapped Jerry into oblivion
when he called you big mamma
and toasted to my good health on your behalf
a few too many times.
I burrowed in your safety as long as I could
but you pushed hard to get me,
and everyone,
out.
It worked.
Jerry snuggled me to his chest
for my first and successive cries.
And as soon as my fat little legs could carry me
I was gone.
Jerry stayed for you
as long as he could,
but he’s about all gone too.
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Closing the door
i once was a hostage
but didn’t die.
was only bashed about.
a bit.
i dodged the bullet,
the shoe,
the ashtray
flung in my direction
with hardly a bruise.
on the outside.
i was raised to be facile.
but began to draw hard borders,
to think outside the lines,
think for myself.
dreamed and traveled.
sought new frontiers.
i played the spades i was dealt.
created family amongst friends,
and friends from family.
i grieved my mother and father.
long before they died.
and occasionally i loved them.
sometimes they loved me too.
how could their voodoo hearts
not love this wild wretch,
a fruit of their desiccated loom?
i have been writing truth
memorializing atrocities
disgorging entombed memories
reconciling with myself.
there isn’t any more i can do now,
though i hesitate in moving forward.
as the youngest child
i tend to be nostalgic
and resistant to change.
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these may be the last words
i write on this wasteland,
this, the last time i dwell in decay
before i close the door
pocket the key
and walk away-even if only for this memory.
this tick. tock.
this breath-and save my tears
for something more

sobstantial.
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Notes
“Obruni” is a collage poem written using language from chapter 8, “Lose your Mother,”
of Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother.
“return of the girlchild” is a collage poem written using language from chapter 4, “Come,
Go Back, Child,” of Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother.
“Waterbaby” is an ekphrastic poem written in response to a photograph taken by Stacy
Kranitz”
“Wednesday’s Child” is a reference to an old nursery rhyme designed to teach children
the days of the week, with the child on Wednesday being full of woe. It is also a
reference to a local North Carolina news segment to introduce foster children to a
potential adoptive parent.
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